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THE FORMATIVE FIVE: FOSTERING GRIT, EMPATHY, 
AND OTHER SUCCESS SKILLS EVERY STUDENT NEEDS
Thomas Hoerr • 9781760562847

To truly thrive, students need to develop attributes that aren’t 
typically measured on standardised tests. Educators will 
learn how to foster the ‘Formative Five’ success skills that 
today’s students need. When educators engage students in 
understanding and developing these fi ve skills, they change 
mindsets and raise expectations for student learning. As an 

added benefi t, they see signifi cant improvements in school and classroom 
culture. With specifi c suggestions and strategies, This book will help teachers, 
principals and anyone else who has a stake in education prepare their students 
- and themselves - for a future in which the only constant will be change.

116043 • $39.95

MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM 
POSTER SET
This poster set is perfect for schools looking 
to implement the ideas in Mindsets in the 
Classroom quickly, easily and successfully. When 
students believe that dedication and hard work 
can change their performance in school, they 

grow to become resilient, successful students. This set contains six glossy, full-
colour posters on durable A3 laminated cardboard stock with essential messages 
schools need to promote in order to create a growth mindset school culture in 
which work and effort can lead to success!  PRU6598 • $39.95

BETTER THAN CARROTS OR STICKS
Dominique Smith, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey • 9781760015772

Classroom management is traditionally a matter of encouraging 
good behaviour and discouraging bad by doling out rewards 
and punishments. But studies show that when educators 
empower students to address and correct misbehaviour 
among themselves, positive results are longer lasting and 
more wide reaching. Better Than Carrots or Sticks provides 
a practical blueprint for creating a cooperative and respectful 

classroom climate in which students and teachers work through behavioural 
issues together. 

116005 • $32.95

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY IN GIFTED STUDENTS
Christine Fonseca • 9781760017354

Designed to provide support for the diffi cult job of parenting 
and teaching gifted children, Emotional Intensity in Gifted 
Students provides the resource parents and teachers need 
to not only understand why gifted children are so extreme in 
their behaviour, but also learn specifi c strategies to teach gifted 
children how to live with their intensity. The author uses real-
world examples through case studies and role-plays that show 

parents and teachers how to interact with gifted children in a way that teachers 
them how to recognise, monitor and adjust their behaviour. 

PRU7354 • $29.95

CARING HEARTS & CRITICAL MINDS: LITERATURE, 
INQUIRY AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Steven Wolk • 9781760017972 
This book shows teachers how to help students become better 
readers as well as better people. It demonstrates how to integrate 
inquiry learning, exciting and contemporary literature, and teaching 
for social responsibility across the curriculum. He takes teachers 
step-by-step through the process of designing and inquiry-based 
literature unit and then provides fi ve full units used in real middle-
years classrooms. Featuring a remarkable range of recommended 

resources and hundreds of novels from across the literary genres, this book gives teachers 
a blueprint for creating dynamic units with rigorous lessons about topics kids care about. 

SHP7972 • $39.95

STOP THE STRESS IN SCHOOLS
Joey Mandel • 9781760016302

This book introduces mental health strategies that lead to a pro-
social classroom environment that supports student well-being, 
security, kindness, motivation and ability to learn effectively. It 
argues that confl ict does not involve large isolated incidents but 
small daily frustrations that can lead to a dysfunctional classroom 
climate. The book provides teachers with explicit ways to build 
healthy relationships and tools for handling problems every 

day to create classrooms where positive, supportive interactions replace negative 
ones, such as bullying. Instead of targeting symptoms of stress, this book focuses 
on social-emotional traits such as awareness, acceptance and ability to manage 
stress, that are instrumental in helping children experience stress and navigate it. 

PBP6302 • $34.95

FOSTERING RESILIENT LEARNERS: STRATEGIES 
FOR CREATING A TRAUMA-SENSITIVE CLASSROOM
Kristin Souers, Pette Hall • 9781760019525

This book will help you cultivate a trauma-sensitive learning environment 
for students across all content areas, year levels and educational 
settings. Each chapter also includes questions and exercises to 
encourage refl ection and extension of the ideas in this book. As an 
educator, you face the impact of trauma in the classroom every day. Let 

this book be your guide to seeking solutions rather than dwelling on problems, to building 
relationships that allow students to grow, thrive and - most assuredly - learn at high levels.

116014 • $39.95

CULTIVATING MINDFULNESS IN THE 
CLASSROOM
Ming Lee Newcomb,Darrell Scott, Tina Boogren, Robert Marzano 
• 9781760563417

Mindfulness is an effective, low-cost way for educators to help 
students improve their social and emotional wellness as they 
learn and grow. The authors share practical tools that align to 
the fi ve key categories of mindfulness benefi ts-stress reduction, 

attention, emotional control, positive self-concept, and positive interactions-
and offer a step-by-step process for establishing a formal school or classroom 
mindfulness program.

MRL3417 • $32.95

MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM: BUILDING 
A CULTURE OF SUCCESS AND STUDENT 
ACHIEVEMENT IN SCHOOL
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017064

This book provides educators with ideas for ways to build 
a growth mindset school culture, wherein students are 
challenged to change their thinking about their abilities and 
potential. The book includes a planning template, step-by-

step description of a growth mindset culture and “look-fors” for adopting a 
differentiated, responsive instruction model teachers can use immediately in 
their classrooms. The book includes a sample professional development plan 
and ideas for communicating the mindset concept to parents.

PRU7064 • $34.95

READY-TO-USE RESOURCES FOR MINDSETS IN 
THE CLASSROOM: EVERYTHING EDUCATORS 
NEED FOR CLASSROOM SUCCESS 
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017071

This book provides educators with tools they need to help students change 
their thinking about their abilities and potential. The book features ready-
to-use, interactive tools for students, teachers, parents, administrators and 
professional development educators. Parent resources include a sample 

parent web page and several growth mindset parent education tools. Resources include: 
mindset observation forms, student and teacher “look fors”, lists of books that contribute to 
growth mindset thinking, critical thinking strategy write-ups and samples.

PRU7071 • $39.95
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BUILDING CLASSROOM COMMUNITIES: STRATEGIES 
FOR DEVELOPING A CULTURE OF CARING
David Levine • 9781743302705

Building Classroom Communities: Strategies for Developing 
a Culture of Caring brings theory and practice together to 
guide you in creating a unified and caring classroom where 
all students feel a sense of belonging. Developed from the 
author’s experiences in a variety of school settings, Building 

Classroom Communities provides specific strategies for: creating emotionally 
safe classrooms; encouraging honour and respect; facilitating a sense of 
interdependence and generosity; and teaching empathy as a primary social skill. 
Use Building Classroom Communities: Strategies for Developing a Culture of 
Caring to create a sense of belonging and meaning in your classroom.

SOT2705 • $24.95

LEARNING HOW TO LEARN THROUGH HOMEWORK
Learning How to Learn Through Homework presents a 
program focused on teaching young people how to study and 
learn. The program’s central element is teaching individuals 
how to be effective at self-regulated learning. In this context, 
learning strategies and mathematics subject matter effect 
positive long-term changes in the areas of motivation and 
self-confidence. The program’s ability to achieve these effects 
has been documented by accompanying studies conducted 

according to rigorous standards of scientific inquiry.   

HB3696 • $35.95

VALUES: The Me I’m Learning To Be (Revised 
Edition)
Imogene Forte • 9781740257497

The Me I’m Learning To Be helps students identify and 
deal with their feelings and ideas about themselves and the 
society around them. Activities are written in an open-ended 
format and are perfect for individual or group exploration and 
discussions. 

INA6150 • $29.95

TEACHING ETHICS
Jill Dodd, Lesley Henderson, Paul Jewell, Jill McLaughlin, Sonja 
Paterson, Et Al • 9781742392547

Whenever a question arises that involves the choice between 
right or wrong, good or bad, our own or others’ well-being, 
it is an ethical issue. Teaching Ethics: Care, Think and 
Choose is the perfect guide to teaching your own students 
ethical thinking throughout the school curriculum, through 
the integration of ethical questions in the teaching of English, 

society and environment, drama and mathematics. Written by practising 
classroom teachers, it provides a wealth of practical classroom techniques and 
explanations of ethical strategies to use with all students.  

HB2547 • $24.95

DIVERSITY AND YOUNG ADOLESCENTS
Elizabeth Dore • 9781741014198

Diversity and Young Adolescents addresses the many intellectual, 
physical, emotional and social aspects of diversity, helping 
teachers incorporate developmentally responsive instructional 
practices into their teaching of middle years students. Each 
chapter contains strategies for teachers, a wealth of ideas that 
will be useful in promoting learning in diverse settings. Extensive 
annotated lists of young adolescent literature organised by 

category are also included, an invaluable tool in selecting books for classroom use.

HB4190 • $15.95

BECOMING EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT
Catherine Corrie • 9781741012774

This is a book to be experienced. It takes the theory 
behind emotional intelligence and ‘walks you through it’ in 
a comfortable, supportive, yet challenging way. When you 
engage with the philosophy of the book and the activities in it, 
you will discover more about yourself and realise you have a 
much greater choice about your effect on those around you, 
adults as well as children, than you ever believed.  

NE0690 • $45.95

MENTAL HEALTH IN SCHOOLS: A Guide to 
Pastoral & Curriculum Provision 
Mark Prever • 9781743304105

Central to the book is the concept of an inquiry-based 
approach to classroom instruction. Topics covered range 
from beginning number and early counting strategies to multi-
digit addition and subtraction right through to multiplication 
and division. Features include: assessment tasks teaching 
activities real-life examples from classroom work guidance on 

classroom organisation and teaching specific topics an accompanying CD with 
printable activities for classroom use.

SA4105 • $39.95

DEVELOPING EMOTIONAL LITERACY WITH 
TEENAGE BOYS
Tina Rae, Lisa Pedersen • 9781743303672

Growing concerns about the emotional development and mental 
health of young men is often reported in the media, frequently 
accompanied by statistics showing that the majority of young 
people with behavioural and learning difficulties are male. This 
programme, which has been developed from research, practice 

and teaching, as has been tried and tested in a student referral unit, helps the 
participants to acknowledge the importance of emotional development and the fact 
that they have a responsibility to do something about it.  

SA3672 • $35.95

CHARLOTTE’S SOCIAL WEB 
Charlotte Haley • 9781743306789

This book explores useful ways to incorporate social media in 
the classroom. The book provides tools to help educators create 
communities as an extension of the classroom for the purpose of 
sharing information and content online. Students learn to collaborate 
with others, providing additional opportunities for peer learning. 
Social media applications in the classroom give teachers an 
opportunity to model and teach digital ethics and digital citizenship. 

Furthermore, competency in managing social media gives students a competitive 
advantage in the real world by helping them learn to create and control their own brand. 

VIS6789 • $42.95

THE GIRL GUIDE: Finding Your Place in a 
Mixed-Up World
Christine Fonseca • 9781760019303

The Girl Guide: Finding Your Place in a Mixed-Up World as you 
enter the tumultuous world of adolescence. Packed with fun 
worksheets and quizzes, The Girl Guide covers everything you 
need to know on the journey toward your own identity. Proven 
strategies for dealing with stress management, confronting 
relational aggression, being safe online, navigating the mother-

daughter relationship and more make this the ultimate guide for getting through 
the teen years and discovering your unique point of view in the world.  

PRU9303 • $19.95

BETTER LEARNING THROUGH STRUCTURED 
TEACHING, 2nd Edition
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey • 9781760560188

In this updated 2nd edition, the authours dig deeper into 
the hows and whys of the gradual release of responsibility 
instructional framework. To gradually release responsibility is to 
equip students with what they need to be engaged and self-
directed learners. On a day-to-day level, it means delivering 

lessons purposefully planned to incorporate four essential and interrelated 
instructional phases: Focused Instruction, Guided Instruction, Collaborative 
Learning, Independent Learning. The authors explore each phase, using real-life 
examples from a variety of disciplines. 

113006 • $35.95

HANGING IN
Jeffrey Benson • 9781760017569

Many students arrive at school with unique mixtures of family 
histories, traumatic experiences and special needs that test 
our skills and try our patience. In Hanging In: Strategies for 
Teaching the Students Who Challenge Us Most, veteran 
educator Jeffrey Benson shows educators the value of tenacity 
and building connections in teaching the students who most 
need our help. Just as teaching the students who challenge us 

is among our most frustrating experiences as educators, sticking with students 
until they finally ‘get it’ is among our most rewarding.  

114013 • $32.95
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ATTENTION SEEKING, 2nd Edition
Nigel Mellor • 9781741704181

This book is focused on solving the distressing problems raised by 
attention seeking behaviour, both in classrooms and in pre-school 
settings. The book includes: a 10 step programme setting out 
clear strategies to use; material on the use of stories; discussion of 
problems with time-out; cutting-edge coverage of ADHD, chaos, 
autism, language problems and attachment; and ideas for managing 
parent meetings at school. Written for teachers, staff, lecturers and 

researchers, this book is ideal for anyone wanting to understand more about the motives of 
attention seeking and reduce this unwanted behaviour in the young people they work with.  

SA4189 • $55.95

ASCD Arias Publication: SELF-REGULATED 
LEARNING FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Carrie Germeroth, Crystal Day-Hess • 9781760011697

Self-regulated learning can be taught in every content area 
and at every year level. Self-Regulated Learning for Academic 
Success: How Do I Help Students Manage Their Thoughts, 
Behaviors, and Emotions? presents instructional strategies 
and specific ideas you can implement in your classroom today 
to put all your students on the path to positive, empowered 

learning and greater academic success.  

SF114041 • $15.00

ASCD Arias Publication: FOSTERING GRIT
Thomas Hoerr • 9781760011215

In addition to teaching students how to read, write, and 
calculate, you want students to acquire other skills for success 
in the real world. That means teaching them to develop grit: a 
combination of tenacity and perseverance and a willingness to 
take risks and bounce back from failure. Read Fostering Grit: 
How Do I Prepare My Students for the Real World? to explore 
what teaching for grit looks like, and get a sample lesson plan 

with self-assessments and a six-step process applicable across year levels and 
content areas to help students build skills they need.  

SF113075 • $15.00

ASCD Arias Publication: SCHOOL CLIMATE CHANGE
Peter DeWitt, Sean Slade • 9781760014032

In this ASCD Arias, Peter DeWitt and Sean Slade explain the 
most important aspects of school climate and how we can 
make positive changes in our schools. Readers will learn 
how to engage students and school stakeholders, how to 
empower staff and students and foster autonomy so people 
take ownership of their ideas and the learning process, how to 
promote inclusivity and equity throughout the school, and how 

to create a welcoming, cooperative and safe school environment that nurtures 
students’ social-emotional needs.  

SF114084 • $15.00

THE ELUSIVE OBVIOUS
Michael Grinder, Mary Yenik • 9781741707717

Research indicates that 80-90% of all communication is 
nonverbal. Michael Grinder’s delineation of the 21 patterns 
of what one can do with one’s eyes, voice, body (including 
gestures and location) and breathing is a major breakthrough. 
What is amazing is that most of the patterns are cross-
culturally accurate. This work suggests that the difference 
between the science and the art of nonverbal communication 

is the following: the science is the acquisition of knowledge (i.e. the what of the 
communication) and a range of nonverbal strategies and intervention to deliver 
(i.e. the how of the communication) the knowledge.  

MGA7717 • $38.95

LET’S TALK
Simon Burnham • 9781741704167

Simon Burnham is a practitioner who has written a practical 
book that introduces the theory of Personal Construct 
Psychology (PCP) in an accessible way, and provides exercises 
and examples to illustrate its relevance to all our lives. He 
explains how to use PCP in support and interview sessions 
with young people, and its use can be extended to use in the 
practice of advocacy and representation. Readers attempting 

to understand the views and motivations of children and young people, will find 
that this book offers valuable practical ways to enhance the work they do. 

SA4162 • $49.95

THE POWER OF THE SOCIAL BRAIN
Arthur Costa, Pat Wilson O’Leary • 9781760010669

Research has demonstrated that cooperative learning is 
one of the most highly effective teaching strategies, while 
new findings from neuroscience confirm the brain’s natural 
inclination to think socially. But simply putting students in a 
group is not enough. Arthur Costa sees “interdependent 
thinking” as the missing piece of the collaborative puzzle. 
This authoritative book provides practical strategies informed 

by research from neuroscience and education to help groups function more 
effectively and thoughtfully. By adding the “cognitive dimension” to cooperative 
learning, this book will help readers apply new protocols and strategies for more 
affirming and productive group work in classrooms and professional educational 
learning communities.  

TCP0669 • $37.95

TRAUMA-SENSITIVE SCHOOLS, K-5
Susan Craig • 9781760018917

Along with the failure of ‘zero tolerance’ policies to resolve 
issues of school safety and a new understanding of children’s 
disruptive behaviour, educators are changing the way they 
view children’s academic and social problems. In response, 
the trauma-sensitive schools movement presents a new 
vision for promoting children’s success. This book introduces 
this approach and provides F-5 educators with explanations 

of current research and dozens of ideas. Integrating research on children’s 
neurodevelopment and educational best practices, this book will build the 
capacity of teachers and administrators to successfully manage the behaviour of 
children with symptoms of complex developmental trauma.  

TCP8917 • $35.95

I’M NOT JUST GIFTED: SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
CURRICULUM FOR GUIDING GIFTED CHILDREN
Christine Fonseca • 9781760019372

What does it means to be a successful person? What traits 
and characteristics define successful people? Why do gifted 
children, in particular, need a strong effective curriculum in 
order to maximise their potential? These questions and more 
are explored in this guide to helping gifted children in Years 
4-7 as they navigate the complicated social and emotional 

aspects of their lives. This curriculum is designed to help gifted children explore 
their giftedness, develop resiliency, manage their intensities, face adversities and 
tough situations, and cultivate their talents and passions.

PRU9372 • $35.95

THE SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF GIFTED CHILDREN: 
WHAT DO WE KNOW? SECOND EDITION
Tracy L Cross, Steven Pfeiffer, Maureen Neihart • 9781760017293 

This book remains the only book that provides a comprehensive 
summary of the empirical research on the social and emotional 
development of gifted children by leading authorities in the field. 
It includes several features that make it the leading text on what 
we know about the social and emotional development of gifted 

children. This second edition includes an entirely new section on the psychosocial 
aspects of talent development, as well as addresses the burgeoning interest and 
research base regarding gifted performance. The text also includes several new 
topics that have emerged from the research in the past decade.

PRU7293 • $49.95

SOCIAL SKILLS - MANNERS THAT MATTER 
Lorilynn • 9781740251280

Motivating activities, games and thought in this book help 
provoke questions for students to realise the importance of 
social skills. Each chapter in this book includes a culminating 
journal - writing assignment in which students review the 
concepts they have learned and then record their personal 
responses.

IFA19308 • $29.95
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CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

SF114084 ASCD Arias Publication: School Climate Change $15.00 

SF114041
ASCD Arias Publication: Self-Regulated Learning for 
Academic Success

$15.00 

SA4189 Attention Seeking, 2nd Ed $55.95 

NE0690 Becoming Emotionally Intelligent $45.95 

113006 Better Learning Through Structured Teaching, 2nd Ed $35.95 

116005 Better Than Carrots or Sticks $32.95 

SOT2705 
Building Classroom Communities: Strategies for 
Developing a Culture of Caring 

$24.95  

SHP7972 
Caring Hearts & Critical Minds: Literature, Inquiry 
and Social Responsibility 

$39.95  

VIS6789 Charlotte's Social Web $42.95  

MRL3417 Cultivating Mindfulness in the Classroom $32.95  

SA3672 Developing Emotional Literacy with Teenage Boys $35.95 

HB4190 Diversity and Young Adolescents $15.95 

PRU7354 Emotional Intensity in Gifted Students $29.95 

116014
Fostering Resilient Learners: Strategies for Creating 
a Trauma-Sensitive Classroom

$39.95

116014 Fostering Resilient Learners $39.95 

114013 Hanging In $32.95 

HB3696 Learning How to Learn Through Homework $35.95 

NE0973 Let's Learn How to Learn $69.95 

SA4162 Let's Talk $49.95 

114005 Memory at Work in the Classroom $30.95 

SA4105
Mental Health in Schools: A Guide to Pastoral & 
Curriculum Provision

$39.95 

PRU6598 Mindsets in the Classroom Poster Set $39.95

IFA19308 Social Skills - Manners That Matter $29.95  

EYE7120 Solving Behaviour Problems in Maths Class $32.95  

PBP6302 Stop the Stress in Schools $34.95 

HB2547 Teaching Ethics: Care, Think and Choose $24.95 

MGA7717 The Elusive Obvious $38.95  

116043 
The Formative Five: Fostering Grit, Empathy, and 
Other Success Skills Every Student Needs 

$39.95  

PRU9303 The Girl Guide $19.95

TCP0669 The Power of the Social Brain $37.95  

PRU9372 
I'm Not Just Gifted: Social-Emotional Curriculum for 
Guiding Gifted Children 

$35.95  

PRU7293 
The Social and Emotional Development of Gifted 
Children: What Do We Know? Second Edition 

$49.95  

TCP8917 Trauma-Sensitive Schools, K-5 $35.95  

INA6150 Values: The Me I'm Learning To Be (Revised Edition) $29.95  

TOTAL: $

SOLVING BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS IN MATHS 
CLASS
Jennifer Taylor-Cox • 9781743307120

Jennifer Taylor-Cox reveals practical strategies for eliminating 
teacher-student tensions related to power struggles, bullying, 
disengagement and reducing the number discipline issues 
in the maths classroom. Taylor-Cox shows maths teachers 
how to solve behaviour problems by empowering students 

academically, socially and emotionally. This revised Australian edition of Solving 
Behaviour Problems in Maths Class features correlations to the Australian 
Professional Standards for Teachers, demonstrating how each difficult classroom 
situation can be part of a greater effort to improve teaching practice.

EYE7120 • $32.95

MEMORY AT WORK IN THE CLASSROOM
Francis Bailey, Ken Pransky • 9781760012687

This book offers fresh insights into your students’ learning 
difficulties and moves you to explore classroom practices 
that align with the functioning of memory and the ways 
students learn. Real classroom examples help to deepen your 
understanding of how memory systems play a central role in 
the learning process, as well as how culture plays a sometimes 
surprising role in memory formation and use. Although 

the technique described applies to all students, the authors concentrate on 
explaining the source of struggling students’ academic challenges and provide 
effective strategies for helping students become better learners.  

114005 • $30.95
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